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St John's College [SJC] on St Lucia Campus [SLC] of UQ.
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Rev. Canon Prof. Dr John Morgan, [below right], Warden of St Johns
College [SJC], [above] has difficulty counting the number of students that
can be accommodated at SJC. Inevitably that results in excess student
residents “overflowing” SJC. As a result, they bought an asbestos ridden
hovel off campus [below left] to house this overflow. [Overflow was the
“purpose” of this building as described by SJC in Supreme Court
documents.] It is a three bedroom house used to accommodate students
who had applied for and been accepted to reside, on the campus of UQ, at
SJC a residential college of UQ, and paying the accommodation fee as if
they were in SJC on campus. In fact, they pay six months in advance and
then six of them [now it will be 12] are

Off campus asbestos ridden hovel for "overflow"
residents from SJC.
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told they are being relegated to the offcampus hovels. Their most unsavory
and
unsatisfactory
living
arrangements are forced upon them by
Rev. Canon Prof. Dr John Morgan, Warden of
Morgan. One student is living andSJC. Cannot count number of residents to
trying to study in
house. Accepts more than can be
accommodated; = “overflow”. HAIGPHOTO
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the carport, another living and
trying to study in the lounge room
and yet another living and trying to
study in the dining room with one in

Loose cladding on hovel as there is nothing
substantial beneath to which cladding can be
secured.
HAIGPHOTO

each of the three bedrooms. It is an
understatement to say the six
“residents” are less that ecstatic.
They are enraged and targeting all
their neighbours, especially their
disabled neighbour.
Morgan is

Rotten and deformed timber of asbestos ridden
derelict hovel. HAIGPHOTO

using this to increase the attacks
upon the disabled neighbour by
BCC and the trustee of the disabled
guy's home. That is the cause of

much more aggravation of, and
abuse
towards,
the
disabled
beneficiary resident in the adjoining
house.
There are three houses in a triangle.
The SJC hovel, the home of the
disabled guy and a third house from
which they chased [in late 2006], the
previous owner, through the 2am
disturbances by the outraged “SJC
overflow”. Morgan has now secured
that house from the fleeing
neighbour who had had enough.
Now all their efforts are directed at
the disabled guy.
SJC is run and controlled by SJC
Council [SJCC] which is a joint
board of UQ [through UQ Senate
(UQS)] and the Synod of the
Brisbane Diocese of the Anglican
Church of Australia [BDAC].
UQ is thus involved in these
unsavory practices. UQ has tried to
distance itself from this mess. The
FORM of the structure of SJC is
complicated with UQ introducing
trusts to which no beneficiary is
presently entitled. The substance to
the arrangement is that UQ
provided the land [on campus], for a
nominal 10 shillings, but not the
beneficial interest.
There is no
present entitlement.
Only UQ
stands to acquire the legal and
beneficial ownership of the land of
SJC.
SJC is not a legal entity. It is not a
corporation. Both UQ and BDAC
have an interest and each a partial
control of SJC subject to the BDAC
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performing
according
to
the
“Schedule of Trusts”. UQ provided
the
land
and
has
the
controlling/upper
hand
should
anything go awry.
These off campus hovels has been
very “profitable” for SJC and
Morgan. With the accommodation
charge for each student of $300 pw,
this makes a “rent” for each house
of $1,800 pw. Very profitable? The
students are most upset as are their
parents. The feel grossly ripped off.
There is a very important
consideration of SAFETY and
SECURITY. On campus, there is a
substantial
security
presence.
Security patrol the campus plus it is
under constant CCTV surveillance.
This does not happen in the off
campus hovels.
Both BDAC, and importantly for the
Alumni of UQ, UQ itself, are leaving
themselves open to great legal
claims. This is especially topical in
the wake of the Virginia Tech
University massacre in the US. That
would be unlikely to happen on SLC
of UQ due to the security presence.
It could well happen off campus.
Now, SJC has TWO
adjoining
hovels without any security for
vulnerable students.
In these pages in future editions, we
will canvas Alumni of UQ. These
will include Quentin Bryce. She was
the Queensland Director [and ran the
Queensland office], of the Australian
Human Rights and Equal Opportunity
Commission [HREOC] (goolge should

index that), and Sex Discrimination
Commissioner.
She is 'notable' not for anything that
she has done [well not publicly at least]
but for the "positions she has been
given". [Maybe there is a reason for
that?] Is it as per the Brisbane
Barrister Boasting "BULLSHIT", who
admitted
defrauding
the
Commonwealth of Australia and The
University of Queensland, through his
having contacts? Was it a matter of
not what they knew, [or could do], but
whom they [independently] knew, that
was important? We are not passing
comment on whether QB has done
anything illegal, [or anything at all for
that matter], at this stage. We may in
the future, so watch this space.
That Brisbane barrister who admitted
defrauding UQ, was covered in our
Australian Legal Profession Law Journal.
ISSN:
1321-7496
issue
#200701

published on 26 March, 2007. We
did not name him. We know that
UQ has accessed that journal online,
but UQ seems to be not concerned
that UQ permitted a previous
student to defraud UQ.
Other Alumni to be considered
include Dale Spender, Ted Brown,
Jeffery Ernest John Spender, Patsy
Mary Wolfe, [now Chief Judge DC],
Margaret White, Dr Michael White,
Janine Schmidt and Prof. Geoffrey
deQ. Walker.
This Journal is not a publicity organ
for UQ.
We are very much
independent of UQ. We will tell it
like it is, as we do with all of our
other publications.
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